
EquationAnalyst.java 

Write a program that will accept user input of a linear equation in either of these three forms.    

 Name Format Example slope y-intercept Note about finding slope and y-
intercept 

1 Slope Intercept Form y = mx +b y = -3x +2 -3 2 m = slope, b = y-intercept 

2 Point Slope Form y -y1 = m(x -x1) y -5 = 7(x+1) 7 12 m = slope, y-int = -m(x1) + y1 
* be careful with negative (x1, 
y1) points!  

3 Standard Form Ax + By = C -4x +6y = 8 0.66 1.33 Slope = -A/B, y-intercept = C/B 
* be careful with int/int! 

 

Assumptions 

You can always assume: 

 One of these forms is used, but do not assume that the user will place a certain number of 

spaces (they could omit spaces, even).  Also don’t assume the user will always use lower-case 

letters.   You can assume x and y are the only variables used, as shown in the forms and 

examples (though they may not be lower case). 

 Negative symbols always immediately precede numbers that are negative.   

 Coefficients always immediately precede the variables they multiply.  Coefficients are one or 

more than one character long.  Assume 1 or -1 will be provided if the coefficient is 1 or -1. 

 Point Slope will be the only form that uses parentheses.   

 Forms are as shown in the table above (format); you will not see the form written in a way with 

terms in another order.  Paretheses are never used in other ways than shown in the table above 

(see Point Slope Form). 

 No horizontal or vertical lines will be entered.  (If you want to do extra and handle these cases, 

you can after you have finished your program.  It is not worth extra credit.) 

 The user only provides the equation.  Your user cannot tell you what form it is in. 

The EquationAnalyst tells the user three things about the line described by this equation:  

 the form of the equation 

slope   

y-intercept  

The program ends after analyzing the equation. 

Your program should do the following, using the user-created methods named.  You can use this list to 

efficiently start your pseudocode.  Pseudocode should include further details, particularly for 3 and 4 



where String processing methods will be needed.  Be specific – String methods permitted: indexOf(), 

charAt(), substring(), toLowerCase(), trim(), endsWith(), and/or length() and number parsing methods. 

1. Instantiate EquationAnalyst and use the instance to call run().  Run has code for 2-5 below.  

Be sure you have written EquationAnalyst() and assigned values to field variables within this 

constructor.  EquationAnalyst() gets called when you instantiate EquationAnalyst. 

2. Prompt the user, then read in the user’s equation and assign its value to a single field 

variable.  You can only read in one thing, one time. 

3. Call decideEquationType().  This checks to see which of the three equation types was 

entered, returning a number stored as a local variable as a result (1, 2, or 3). 

4. Use the number returned (from step 3 above) in a single if-else block to decide which “break 

method” to call --   breakPointSlopeEquation(), breakSlopeInterceptEquation(), or 

breakStandardForm().  Each of these “break methods” processes the user’s line differently, 

to assign values to the field variables slope and yIntercept.  Slope and yIntercept should 

both be doubles, even though the user can type either decimals or integers in the equation. 

5. Call printSlopeNIntercept().  You can decide if you need parameters or not.  This method 

prints the output as shown in the example.  This includes the original equation, form, slope, 

and y-intercept.   Decimals should be printed to two places. 

 

Sample output is below.  Note that there are three examples of equations in the table above, if you 

want more values to test with  hey!  don’t forget your testing plan as part of pseudocode! 

 

Welcome to EquationAnalyst.  Please enter a linear equation in either standard, point-slope, or slope-

intercept form.  All signs need to be directly next to numbers. 

y = 6x -2 

Thanks for entering your line, y=6x -2, in slope intercept form. 

slope = 6.00 

y-intercept = -2.00  


